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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM, ITS PREVIOUS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 
It has long been felt that music educators have lagged 
far behind leaders in other fields in the development of tests 
1 
and measurements. In 193.5, Schoen strongly reprimand.ed music 
educators for their laxity, as is evidenced by the following 
sta tement: 
"My survey of the present status of the psychology of 
music leads me to the conclusion that the development 
of scientific music -research in this country is a credit 
to the psychologist and a disgra ce to the public school 
music educator. The disgrace is ~vo-fold: first, in 
that the school music profession has made next to no 
use of the rich treasure of scientific ·music literature 
in its bearing on school music; second, in that school 
music people have made next to no contribution to the 
problems of placing music education on a scientific 
basis. In this respect, school music is the orphan 
of school subjects. Since the advent of the scientific 
movement in education some t wenty years ago, there 
have been reported· in educational journals 221 studies · 
on arithmetic, 436 studies on reading, 41.5 on language, 
126 on spelling, 62 on writing, and not one on school 
music. I have counted some JOO experimental studies 
I 
on music made in the last ten ·years, which does not 
exhaust the number. Of these, not one bears directly 
on school music, and not one of them is by a person 
engaged in school music. 11 
1] Unfortunately, Schoen was describing a true situation at 
\ that time. Today, school music educators are more aware of the 
I lack o~ scienti~ic studies in music education, and of the 
i extreme value and necessity of scientific study to insure growt~ 
and progress in music education. The increasing number of musi d 
Jl 
Schoen, M.; 'SchoOl Music and Scientific Research", ~~~~ 
IJ MTNA Proceedings, p. 3.5, ~93.5. 
====================================~====== 
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educators taking advanced degrees in the research and measure-
ment fields is proof that music educators are aware of their 
needs and that they are doing sometlung about it. Recent and 
forthcoming publications concerning tests and measurements in 
music education are results of school music programs scientific-
ally planned and evaluated. Music educators have specific 
objectives or goals that they wish to attain, and much research 
is being done to find scientific means of evaluating a program 
by determining the extent of attainment of their specific 
\ objectives. 
One of the specific objectives stated most often by music 
I educators is that of favorable attitudes in music. Professor 
I Kelly
2 
has listed "development oi' i'avorable atti~udes" as a 
basic objective in music education. Dr. Mursell has emphasi;ed 
the importance of a positive attitude toward music in general. 
I The unquestionable importance of attitudes in music demands a 
· method of measurement, yet there is no instrument available that 
will determine the kind of attitudes being developed in the J 
~ school music program. Fe1-1 't•rould deny the value of an instrumen 
that could determine the attitude being developed by a music 
program and also indicate to some extent t he reasons for the 
existence of the attitude. 
2 
I 
Kelly, K., Lecture in Supervision of School Music, Boston 
University, College of Music, September, 1950. 
II 3 
I 
Mursell, J.L., Human Values in Music Education, pp. 177-
1179. 
2 
The problem involved in the present study is the con-
struction of an instrument that 1'11"111 indicate the attitude of 
junior high school pupils tm-rard music. Such an instrument 
could be used in the follmving -vrays: 
1. To determine the attitude developed during the pupil's 
elementary school experiences. 
2. To help develop or revise the junior bigh school 
music program so that it would be based on the existin€· 
attitudes of the pupils. 
3. To determine objectively whether the program and the 
teaching have been successful in developing a favorable 
attitude toward music. 
4. To use attitudes obtained as a basis for classroom 
grouping. 
5. To indicate possible rea sons for the kind of attitude 
possessed by the individual or the group. 
~~ous So~tions of the _Problem 
The justification of this thesis problem lies mainly in 
the knowledge ·that there bas been so very little done in such 
an important phase as attitudes in music. This justification 
became even more apparent when the attempt was made to find 
previous studies or scales concerning attitudes in music. The 
total result of research into previous studies '\•rae one brief, 
general article on attitudes in music, and one attitude scale 
in music. 
The article tvas entitled, 11Ascertainin~ Attitudes Toward 
Music", and 1 t was written by :t-1abelle Glenn (Director of Public 
School Music, Kansas City, Mo.). The method of ascertaining 
j -----------------------------------~-----
1 
4 
Glenn, :Mabelle, "Ascertaining Attitudes Tmvard Music", 
1
Music Supervisors Journal, pp. 75-81, March, 1929. 
3 
attitudes in this article 't'ras a questionnaire specifically 
1 
adapted to the needs of the Kansas 01 ty School System and ioTas 
ansvrered by 1300 sixth and seventh grade pupils. The following 
are some of the questions 1-rhich appeared in the questionnaire: 
I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
.5. 
6. 
8. 
Do you like to sing? 
Do you prefer singing unison songs or part songs? 
Underline tw·o correct answers in the follmring state-
ment: Using do-re-mi syllables in singing helps one in-
-- tempo, interpretation, part singing, rhythm, tune. 
Do you find it difficult to sing with do-re-mi 
syllables? 
Do you like to sing do-re-mi syllables? 
Name three favorite selections with which you have 
become familiar through phonograph records or radio. 
Choose from music heard in or out of school. 
Three types of music are given in school~ singing, 
listening, playing an instrument. \fuich do you 
like best? 
Indicate your choice among these school subjects by 
vrriting (1) after your favorite subject, (2) after 
your second choice, and (3) after your third choice. 
11 The result of this questionnaire bas been most interesting to 
our music department, but chiefly as a basis for confirming our 
judgement of the quality of ·t-~r ork done by individual teachers in 
.5 
the school system." 
The attitude scale in music appeared in a University of 
6 
Oregon publication. The follovJing is a brief summary of the 
\ method as explained in that publication. 
1~THOD OF CONSTRUCTING THE TESTS 
- --
1 
In this case it was decided to measure these values by con 
I
' structing a scale for measuring attitude tovrard music, followin~ 
the meth~ dev~ by Professor L. L. Thurstone of the UniversiJr 
.5 Glenn, M., op. cit., p. 80. 
6 Studies in Appreciation of Art, University of Oregon 
Publication, Vol. IV, No. 6, pp. 138-142, February, 1934. 
4 
of Chicago. The method . had already proved successful in devis-
ing scales for variables such as attitude toward the church, 
I 
tmvard the negro, tmvard prohibition, toward the movies, etc., 
and the procedure w·as copied, 't>J"ith a fe't-v variations, from the 
procedures outlined in the construction of these various scales. 
- The experimenters began by collecting a large number of 
statements about music such as one commonly hears or reads in 
discussions of music. They were expressions of opinions about 
music i'.rhich ranged from deep appreciation to indifference or 
cti sparagement, in the terms 1..;hich are usual and natural in 
discussing such values. In gathering these statements, various 
individuals and i'rritings on music 'l't.:rere consulted, and a 
definite attempt -v;ras made not only to cover a l'lide range of 
possible gradations in value, but also to express these values 
1 in as many different terms as possible, and to bring out all 
1 of the various specific excellencies and deficiencies i•Thich 
are usually attributed to music. More than 200 such statements 
l•rere collected from 1-'rhich a selection of 100 't'li'as made for 
e:x.perimental purposes. An attempt i•ras made to eliminate the 
statements which were too long or uninterEsting or ambiguous, 
or those 'tvhich contained ttvo ideas ivhich to some observers migh~ 
seem incompatible 'tvi th each other. These statements 't'lere mimeo-
1 graphed and given to 100 subjects with the following directions: 
An Experlment in Making Psychological Scales 
1. The following pages contain statements in regard to 
the value of music. 
2. We are going to include some of them in making a 
scale that may be later used to measure the attitude 
tow·ard music of people of different ages, training, 
geographical location, etc. 
3. As a first step in making this scale, we want a number 
of persons to rate these statements by assigning them 
to eleven different classes. 
4-. l'le "to<rill call these classes, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, 
J and K, and you will find these letters directly to 
the left of each statement. If you find a statement 
"rhich you believe expresses the highest appreciation 
of the value of music, put a circle around the letter 
A. For a statement whi ch seems neutral or noncommittal 
encircle the letter F (the middle letter) , tvhile for ' 
t hose statements rrhich express the strongest deprecia-
tion of music, encircle K. Other degrees of apprecia-
tion or depreciation of music may be indicated by 
encircling one of the other possible letters to 
indicate intermediate ratings . 
.5. Do not try to get the same number in each class; they 
are not evenly distributed. 
5 
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1 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
The numbers on the statements are code numbers, simply 
the result of chance arrangement, and have notbing to 
do vri th the classes. 
You will find it easier to rate them if you look over 
a number of the statements before you begin. 
It i•rill probably take you about 40 minutes to rate 
these statements to your entire satisfaction. 
Base your judgements on the best music you know. 
The 50 selected sta tements 11ere then submitted to 230 
1 
college students in various classes at the University of 
ll[innesota, with the following directions: 
This is a study of attitudes tovrard music. You 't-rill find 
below a number of statements expressing different attitudes 
toward music. Read through these sta tements carefully 
and place a check {v) if you a gree 1·:-ith t he statement, if 
it represents accurately your o"tom attitude toward music. 
Place a double check (vv) if you strongly a gree vJith the 
sta tement. Place a cross {x) if you disagree with the 
sta tement, or any part of it, or if it does not express 
your m·m particular attitude. If you cannot decide about 
a sta tement, you may mark it vri th a question mark ( 'l). 
Obviously, this is not a test or examination. People 
differ very w-idely in their estimates of the value of 
music. Please indicate your own attitude by a check or 
d ouble che ck when you agree, a nd by a cross when you 
disagree. 
The score of each subject is calculated from the scale 
values of all the statements vrhich he checks. In scoring 
the papers, no statements are counted v:hich are mark ed {x) 
or (?). Subjective evidence seems to indicate that t hese 
markings, (x) and(?), make the task of taking the test 
somevThat simpler and more plea sant for the subjects, and 
objective evidence (reliabilities, etc.), points to t he 
f act that the directions Vihich include these markings are 
satisfa ctory. The score is t he average of numerica l sca le 
va lues of all the sta tements checked; if the subject 
double checks {xx) any statement, it is given double v.rei ght 
tha t is, it is count~d t vrice. ' 
This scale is the only study that 'hra s found i·lhich used a 
scientific approach and made use of scientific l"'esearch in other 
7 
fields. It is a direct application of the method explained in 
I, the proposed solution of the present problem. 
7 
See appendix for more detailed information concerning this 
acal.e 
6 
I 
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---~-- The ,,rriter has been unable to find more than two studies 
lf ealing w1 th att1 tudes in music. }!us1c educators have neglected 
\:the use of scientific music literature and scientific research 
jiin other fields. 
I 
I Proposed Solutio~_of the Problem 
I 
1 Although little research has been done by music educators 
!concerning attitudes in music, there has been extensive research 
lcarried on by psychologists concerning the measurement of 
I Thurstone, L.L., and Chave, E.J., The Measurement of 
,Attitude, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1929. 
9 Thurstone, L.L., and Chave, E.J., op. cit. 
7 
li 
11 
and current literature w·as searched for sui table brief 
statements that might serv~ the purposes of the scale. 
By editing such material a list of 130 sta tements was 
prepared, expressive of attitudes covering as far as 
possible all gradations from one end of the scale to 
the other.-.-.- The subjects were asked to sort the 
130 sta tements in 11 piles to represent an evenly 
graduated series of attitudes from those extremely 
a gainst the church to thos e very much in favor of the 
church. The subject, in sorting , did not express his 
m.;n opinions about the church. The returns 1r1ere tab-
ulated so as to shO't.Y for each subject the pile in 't'lhich 
he placed every one of the 130 statements. The tab-
ulation showed cumulative fr equencies for each state-
ment. The scale values vver e determined graphically. 
The scale value was taken from the number on the scale 
vJhere the curve crossed the 50 per cent level for 
cumulative proportions. The quartile points for the 
curve were_ determined, and the separation bett..;een these 
points used, as a mea sure of ambiguity. A final list 
of 45 statements of opinion was selected by considering 
the criterion of ambiguity, the criterion of irrelevance, 
the scale values and by inspection. The statements "'rere 
so selected that they constituted a more or less uniform-
ly graduated series of scale values. Four opinions 'tvere 
selected from each of the eleven class-intervals of the 
scale. Having adopted an origin of measurement, assigned 
arbitrarily to one end of the s eries and as a unit of 
measurement the equal-appearing interval as described, 
we can proceed to ascertain the mean scale value of all 
the opinions that any individual subject endorses. This 
mean scale value of all t he opinions which a subject 
endorses we call his score. 
11 The sorting procedure to be used is a variation of that 
1 10 
\used by Thurstone . This variat ion was applied in the scale 
(explained on pages four, five and six. 
I. 
~~ It' such a scale, adapted to music, were administered to 
\\ a seventh grade, and a pupil or the group scaled tot<ard the less 
)
1 
favorable end of the scale, "t>Te ~-r ould h ope that at the end of I 
: each year, or at the end of the junior hi gh period, the pupil I 
I IJ 
8 
10
seashore, R.H., and Hevner, K., "A Time-Saving Device For'l 
:! The Construction of Attitude Scales 11 , J. of Social Psychology, 11 
=======#4, pp~~~~2 ~~3§~. ================================~==~===== 
I 
or group would be assigned a position toward the more favorable 
end of the scale. If there 't·Jere no indication of improvement 
or if the attitude proved less favorable, diagnostic statements 
I in the scale could indicate the possible reasons for the posi-
1 tion assi gned. 
j Chapters II and III are concerned I'Ii th an introduction 
j to the Thurstone Method and the details involved in the actual 
I 
1 
construction of an attitude scale in music using the Thurstone 
I 
Net hod. 
11 
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CHAPTER II 
A COMPREHENSIVE INTRODUCTION TO THE THURSTONE 
PSYCHOPB~SICAL METHOD OF ATTITUDE SCALING 
A Brief Summary of Attitude :Measurement 
Before proceeding to the more technical details of the 
study, it is important that a brief revie1r be given of the viOrk 
done i•rhich led Thurstone to develop the method that has been 
1 
considered the best yet developed. 
The predominant role of attitudes in determining our 
thought, memory and learning processes has been recognized by 
!psychologists since the time of Ach and other German investi-
gators in the late nineteenth century. The early efforts at 
attitude or opinion measuring usually involved a questionnaire 
or battery of questions which "t<Tere selected on an 11 a priori 11 
basis. Most attempts to study attitudes w·ere by 1r1ay of getting 
verbal responses through questionnaires, rating of verbal s~ 
bols in gradations of liking-disliking, and asking people for 
preferences, desires or interests. Numerical values 'tvere 
assigned arbitrarily to the item or question responses and 
these values 1vere summed to secure scores lvhich 1-vere then in-
terpreted as an indication of the attitude of the respondents. 
There was nothing about the procedure to guarantee that any one 
litem tapped the same attitude as the other items. 
I One of the first attempts to improve on this haphazard 
I 1 Lundberg, G.A.) Social Research, p. 235. 
___ L __ ----
----~---- --
! 
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2 
lvork was reported in 1925 by Allport and Hartman 'lrvho reasoned. 
that the questions or statements to w·hich responses were to be 
I secured should be so chosen as to represent varying degrees of 
favorableness or unfavorableness. Their report came to the 
attention of Thurstone who saw that the assignment of statement 
to a favorable-unfavorable continuum \'VaS a problem amenable to 
solution by various psychophysical methods, the most feasable 
1 
of 1-rhi C?h "t'\Tas the method of equal appearing intervals. "Thurstone Is 
method, by several ingenious devices, succeeds in establishing 
3 
a statistically valid scale of equal steps. 11 The psycho-
physical method is not a ne"tv method evolved by Thurstone, but 
Thurstone was the first to apply it to the measurement of 
attitude. 
4 
Thurstone has given a very compact review of the w·ork 
I that preceeded his development. 
I Thurstone 1 s introduction to his 
The following is a summary of 
method. 
The psychophysical methods were developed primarily for 
I the purpose of measuring dis crimina tory pm.rers "'i th special 
regard to simple sensory stimuli. The classical psychophysical 
2 
Allport, F~ H. and Hartman, D. A., 1'The Measurement and 
Motivation of Atypical Opinion in a Criterion Group 11 , American 
Political Science Revie~;, 14, pp. 735-760, 1925. 3 . 
I
I Baiil, R., 11 Theory and Measurement of Attitudes and 
I Opini4ns 11 , PsycJ;lological Bulleti~, 27, ~57-379, 1930. 
Jl Thurstone, L. L. and Chave, E. J., The X.feasurement of I Attitude, pp. 1-2. I 
11 
----- ==tt==== ===·================ ·==== 
experiments were devoted to the measurement of the subject's 
pow·er to discriminate between lines of slightly different 
length, between slightly different weights that he lifted, be-
ti-reen pairs of gray papers that differed slightly in brightness, 
and so on. Cattell seems to be the first to have extended the 
psychophysical methods to stimuli other than simple sensory 
values. He applied the psychophysical procedures with some 
variations to the measurement of estimated degrees of eminence 
of scientitic men. Here, for the first time, the methods were 
used on stimuli which do not have any simple stimulus magnitude. 
When the methods are used on lifted vreights, line lengths, and 
brightnesses, the experiments yield ~~o scales. One is a scale 
of physical stimulus magnitude such as the actual w·eight in 
grams, the length of the line in centimeters, or the photo-
metrically determined brightness of the gray papers. It is 
known in psychophysics as the R-scale. The second scale is the 
psychological continuum, 't.Yhich is knovm as the 8-scale. Its 
unit is the equally often noticed stimulus difference. When 
Cattell extended the use of these methods to social stimuli, he 
constructed in effect a psychological scale, the unit of 
measurement for Hbich 'tvas the equally often noticed difference 
I or some approximation to it. 
I But 'tvhen the methods are used for measuring social values 
I there is no simple physical stimulus value to be measured such 
l as line, length, or weight. Therefore, the 5-scale or psycho-
l logical continuum must be used. Cattell's stua.ents have ap-
J! 
=r 
II 
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plied the same methods with variations and short cuts to the 
measurement of other social values, examples of which are the 
experiments of 't'Tells in measuring literary merit and the ex-
periments of Thorndike in measuring the estinmted excellence of 
-hand't'rri ting and of children as dralvings. The idea underlying 
such measurement is the equally often noticed difference, 
properly defined as a unit of measurement. 
The above is by no means to be considered as a. history 
of attitude scaling. However, it does indicate that the method 
is not original 1-J'i th Thurstone and it does give briefly the 
order of progress from the original use of psychophysical 
methods to its adaptation by Thurstone for the measurement of 
attitude. 
Attitudes and Opinions 
Educators are more and more using attitudes of one sort 
5 
or another to refer to the desirable outcomes of education. 
Education provided in school is apt to result in verbal respons , 
and this is particularly true of those objectives which educa-
tors call attitudes. This is not to be deplored because in 
social life verbal acceptances or oppositions of an issue are 
desirable. But one should be on guard against assuming that 
verbal reactions carry over into conduct reactions. Pract1call 
all investigators when pressed 't•rill admit the probable dis-
crepancy betireen verbal and actual behavior, especially if the 
attitudes are on tabooed subjects. 
5 
See page t't'ro. 
-~-1--~~~ 
I The terms "attitud.e 11 and 11 opinion11 have come to have a 
variety of conceptions and associations. The present study may 
be more meaningful if a few of these associations are mentioned 
Attitudes and opinions do refer in a general way to types 
of acquired action-patterns that a.re definitely concerned lvi th 
human motivations. Such terms as attitude, opinion, ideal, 
I wish disposition and others are often used loosely, indefinitel 
and interchangeably. These often refer to acquired and con-
ditioned action patterns that motivate human social behavior. 
6 
Symonds has mentioned seven common meanings of the term 
11 atti tude 11 : 
1. Great organic drives, purposes, motives 
2. Muscular adjustment 
3. Generalized conduct 
4. Neutral set or readiness to adjust 
5. Emotional responses 
6. Feelings 
7. Verbal accepting or rejecting responses 
"Allport prefers to treat attitude as a mental and neural 
state of readiness organized through experience, exerting a 
direct or dynamic influence upon the individual response to all 
7 
objects and situations 't,ri th 1-rhich it is related." This 
definition focuses attention upon attitude as a generalized 
pattern or action, as an integration of various experiences. 
6 
Symonds, P. M., · 11 What Is An Atti tude 11 , Psychological 
Bulletin, 24, 200-201, 1927. 
7 
1 Monroe, W. S., Encyclopedia of Educational Research, 
77-84., 19.50. 
\I 
~ 
. I 
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The object of a general attitude is abstract and conceptual and 
the question of whether or not completely generalized attitudes 
exist has been raised by some psychologists. Thurstone uses 
"attitude" to denote the sum-total of man's inclinations and 
feelings, prejudice or bias, preconceived notions, ideas, fears, 
threats, and convictions about any specific topic. This 
definition is similar to that given by Symonds, and it is this 
definition that will be adopted in the present study along 1-.ri th 
number seven (7) in Symon~ list. Thurstone lists verbal 
1 responses as one of his assumptions. 
I The common element of most definitions of social attitudes 
is that such an attitude is a tendency or a readiness to act or 
1 
react in a certain manner. No one has ever seen an attitude. 
An attitude, ho'tlrever real to its possessor, is an abstraction, 
the existence of 1-rhich is inferred either from non-verbal overt 
behavior or from verbal or symbolic behavior. The term opinion 
is frequently defined as the verbal expression of an attitude. 
11 Symonds and Bain have argued that verbal attitudes are 
relatively unimportant, but it should be pointed out that for 
some problems the verbal response is v.rhat is desired. Ho-vrever, 
in most cases, the assumption is that the verba l response is 
8 
indicative of actual behavior." Practically all writers 
explicitly or implicitly admit a distinction between 11 attitudes" 
ho't·rever used, and 11 verbal attitudes 11 or opinion. Some 1vriters 
8 L_ Bain, R., op. cit. 
-=-=-=--=--=-===!±= - =-===-==--==--=--- =-======= 
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use the terms "attitude" and 11 opinion11 as having a very similar, 
i if not the same, meaning; both are interpreted as having to do 
I 
I h with a predisposition to action. Thus conceived, one can ave 
an unexpressed opinion; if it is expressed it may be taken as 
one's attitude. This is also an assumption made by Thurstone 
as i•.rill be seen in the detailed study of his reasoning. 
The concept "attitude" is very complex and the definitions 
or assumptions given above are only a very few of those existin • 
Hm•rever, it does indicate the necessity for d.efining the concep 
to be used, before an attempt is made to apply it or measure it 
Methodology_ 
The attempt to measure opinions or verbal attitudes ranges 
all the 1,ray from the simple summation of judgements of true and 
false statements to very elaborate attempts to construct a 
rational scale of equal steps. The commonest type of attitude 
measurement is the opinion scale vrhich is ba sed on the assump-
tion that, in general, attitudes are reflected in opinions. It 
may be taken f?r granted that this statement 1vill not ahrays be 
true. However, the opinion scale is more generally applicable 
than other techniques. 
11 The most 1'!1dely used technics are the internal cons1stenc 
or summated ratings of Likert, and the interview method, and 
il 9 
, the equal-appearing interyal method of Thurstone." 
I 9Ellis and Gerberich, 11 In~erests a~d Atti~-u-d~e-s-,-,~ .:_' _R_e_v.~ew of~ 
I 
Educational Research, 17, 64-77, February, 1947. For a complete 
1f 
1 summary and critical revision of methods · the reader is referred. ~~~ to 
1 the follm·ring sources: a. Lundberg, G.A., SocialResearch, Chpt. 
_ . · VII:t· b. Da ~,~_tlh_QQ.s · n A tt t de es..e.ar.ch~ __Am_e_rLcan_So~==== 
------· logical Review, 5--; 39.5-L~lO, 1940; c. McNemar , Q,., "Opinion-AtU~ 
II . 
li 
I The Thu~stone technique was selected :tor this study because 
~ ~o:t investigators agree that the method of equal-appearing 
intervals is the most w·idely used. Thurstone 1 s method seems to 
10 
be the best so far devised. Remmers states that the attitude 
I 
scaling technique developed by Thurstone is theoretically and 
logically the best procedure yet devised for obtaining valid 
, and reliable measures of psychological variables that are highlY! 
important. Lundberg, in Social Resea!£h, states that on logica , 
rational and theoretical grounds the method of equal-appearing 
intervals is the most defensible method of measuring attitudes 
.11 
yet devised. 
The adequacy of any psychological measurement technique 
may be estimated by determining its reliability and validity. 
12 
The reliability of most opinion scales is good (.80). Valid-
ity is more difficult to determine. If we had a definite way 
of proving what a person's real attitude is, we could validate 
the scale 1·!1 thout much difficulty. The use of case studies or 
autobiographies compared with an individual's score has been 
10 
Remmers, H~H., Studies in Attitudes, Purdue University 
Bulletin XXVI, 1934. See also Remmers, H.H. and Silance, An ' 
Experimental Generalized Master Scale: A Scale To Measure Atti-
tude Towa1~ Any School Subject, Purdue University Bulletin XXVI 
1934. 
11 
For a thorough defense of the Thurstone Method against 
other methods, see Ferguson, L.Tfl., 11 The Requirements of an Ade-
quate Attitude Scale", :Psychological Bulletin, 36, 665-673,1939 
12 
Monroe, W. S., op. cit. 
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used~ Another way may be to determine I'IThether the scale dif-
ferentiates bet1-reen groups 1<J"ho have taken a definite position 
on the matter in question. 11 It seems reasonable to conclude 
that although the precise determination of a coefficient of 
validity is often impossible, opinion scales for measuring 
1.3 
1
attitudes do have considerable validity in practice. 11 
I Scales constructed by Thurstone and associates are validate 
I 
1 in the course of construction in that only those items v-rhich a 
I 
j sufficient number of persons allocate to the same scale position 
are chosen for retention in the scale. Secondly, the items mee J 
a criterion of internal consistency--in this case, l\.nown as the 
criterion of irrelevancy. Only those items are retained which, 
\if their scale values are similar, also have a similar number of 
1 indorsements. The third way in ~,.hi ch these scales are validated 
is by giving them to criterion groups. Although data are meager 
on this point, those which have been published indicate that 
Thurstone•s scales differentiate criterion groups fairly well. 
11 A validity coefficient of r = • 81 1-tras found for the Smith Scale 
on Prohibition ii.rhen scores on 1 t w·ere compared to ratings based 
14 
upon the case-history method. 11 
I 
11 The reliability of coefficients computed by the form-versus-
form method for scales so constructed (the Thurstone Method) for i 
a variety of attitudes, are usually between .70 and .90, with 
15 
typical values in the lo'toT .80's." 
I 13Ibid. . --~ 
I 14Ferguson, L. W., 11 The Requirements of an Adequate Attitude 
=- _ ~ calei~M:~~:~~~a! Bu~l~tin, .36, 665-67.3, 19.39. 
II ,, 
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i "Thurstone reports that reliabilities of scales constructed 
I 
II 
I· 
under his editorship are all over .80, and most of them being 
. 16 
over .90. 11 
Thurstone•s ~heory of Attitude Measurement 
Thurstone has given a very comprehensive introduction to 
his method of attitude scaling in his book, The Measurement of 
Attitude. All studies, including the present one, that use 
the Thurstone Method have been based on this 1·.rork of Thurstone. 
The remainder of this chapter (Chapter II) will be a review· of 
Thurstone • s reasoning and assumptions on 'tvhich his method is 
based. 
The very fact that one offers a solution to a problem so 
complex as that of measuring differences in attitude makes it 
evident from the start that the solution is more or less re-
stricted in nature, and that it applies only under certain 
assumptions. The reader must be l'Villing to grant these assump-
tions in order to accept the measuring method used. 
Because there are so many definitions and uses of the 
terms 11 attitude 11 and 11 opinion11 , it is best to state the meaning 
that 1·-rill be used in this method. The natural first impression 
about these tlrTO concepts is that they are not amenable to 
measurement in any real sense. It is understood that an 
attitude is a complex affair 1..;hich cannot be l'rholly described 
by any single numerical index. For the problem of measurement, ! 
16 
l9 
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· Ferguson, L.W., op. cit. 
-=- ~hu~~, L_: L. ,_ and Ohave, 
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1 
E.J., op. cit. p~. 2-16. 
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II 
"-~~r th1: · sta::~.n~~analogo~;;o the observation that an ordinary 
table is a complex affair vrhich cannot be "t·rholly described by 
any single numerical index. So is a man such a complexity 
which cannot be wholly represented by a single index. Never-
theless i•re do not hesitate to say that 1ve measure the table. 
The context usually implies what it is about the table that we 
i propose to measure. vie say 1vithout hesitation that w·e measure 
I 
a man -vrhen we take some anthropometric measurements of him. In 
the same sense ive shall say here that 1·re are measuring attitude • 
The aspect of people's attitudes that will be measured shall 
be stated or implied by the context. The point is that it is 
just as legitimate to say that "Yre are measuring attitudes as it 
is to say that we are measuring tables or men. 
The concept llattitude 11 will be used here to denote the 
sum-~otal of a man's 1ncl1nations .and feelings, prejudice or 
bias, preconceived notions, ideas, fears, threats, and convic-
tions about any specific topic. Thus a pupil's attitude about 
\music means here all that he feels and thinks about music. 
The concept 11 opinion 11 lvill here mean a verbal expression 
' of attitude. If a pupil said that music is needed in our homes, 
that sta tement would be called his opinion. The term 11 opinionll 
!will be restricted to verbal expression. But it is an expres-
\ sion of what? It expresses an attitude, supposedly. There 
\ should be no difficulty in understanding this use of the two 
i !terms. The verbal expression is the 11 opinion 11 • Our inter-
lpretation of such an expressed opinion would be, for example, 
2U 
I 
· that the pupil's attitude is favorable toward music. An opinion 
symbolizes an attitude. The opinion has interest only insofar 
as we interpret it as a symbol of attitude. It is therefor 
We shall usJ something about attitudes that we want to measure. 
opinions as the means for measuring attitudes. 
There comes to mind the uncerta inty of using an opinion 
l as an index of attitude. If a person is not intentionally 
mis-representing his real attitude on a disputed question, he 
I 
1 may nevertheless modify the expression of it for reasons of 
I courtesy , especially in those si tua ti ons in t<hi ch frank expre a-
s ion of attitude may not be 1vell received. This has led to the 
suggestion that a person's action is a safer index of hie 
attitude than i•iha t he says. But his actions may also be dis-
tortions of hie attitude. A pupil may sign up for chorus, an 
overt action that might indicate a favorable attitude t01-rard 
music, yet he may express hie action more truthfully by saying 
that he merely likes to be where there are many people. Neither 
his opinion nor his overt act constitutes in any sense an 
infall ible guide to the subjective inclinations and preferences 
tha t constitute his attitude. Therefor, 1-re must remain content 
to use opinions or other forms of action merely as indices of 
at t itude. It must be recognized that there is a discrepancy, 
some error of measurement as it 1-1ere, bet1<reen the opinion or 
overt action that 1·re use · as an index and the at t i tucle t .ha t 'ttre 
infer from such an index. But this discrepa ncy bet1veen the 
index and 11 truth11 is universal. In almost every situation 
21 
I situation in attempting to measure attitude. i~e must postulate 
an attitude variable 1.vhich is 
able attributes in the nature 
must find one or more indices 
like practically all other measur-
of an abstra ct continuum, and "t-.re J 
1-rhich 'tvill satisfy us to the exte 
, that they are internally consistent. 
I In the present study i"'e shall measure the subject • s 
attitudes expressed by the acceptance or rejection of opinions. 
But 1r1e shall not thereby imply that he 1-rill neces sarily act in 
1accordance with the opinions that he has endorsed. Let this 
1 limitationbe clear. The measurement of attitudes expressed by 
Ia pupil's opinions does not necessarily mean the prediction of 
't'rhat he v'lill , do. If his expressed opinions and his actions are 
I inconsistent, that does not concern us nm-r, because we are not 
I setting out to predict overt conduct. 11e shall assume that it 
I 
· is of interest to know vrhat people say that they believe even 
i:f their conduct turns out to be inconsistent 1"li th t h eir pro-
:fessed opinions. Even if they are intentionally distorting 
I . 
I' 
li their attitudes, 1,y-e are measuring at lea st the attitude vrhich 
I! they are trying to make people believe tba t they have. i'le take 
i\ it for granted that people's attitudes are subject to change. 
II ,, 
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When '\'l e have measured a pupil's attitude on any issue such as 
music vre shall not declare such a mea surement to be in any 
' 
sense · an enduring or constitutional const~nt. His attitude may 
change of course from o~e day to the next, and it is our task 
to measure such changes, 11hether they be due to un..1tnov.m causes 
or to the presence of some known persuasive factor, such as the 
junior high school music program. HO't·rever, such fluctua tiona 
may also be attributed in part to error in the measurements 
themselves. In order to isolate the errors of the measurement 
instrument from actual fluctuations in attitude, 't·re must cal-
culate the standard error of measurement of the scale itself, 
and this can be accomplished by methods already well lmo~rn in 
1
mental measurement. 
j All that we can do 1<·Ji th an attitude scale is to measure 
11 the attitude actually expressed "t'Ti th the full realization that 
\ the subject may be actually and consciously hiding his true 
I 
attitude or that the social pressure of the situation has made 
him really believe "'rhat he expresses. This is a rna tter for in-
terpretation. It is probably t<rorth't·rhile to measure an attitude 
expressed by opinions. It is another problem to interpret in 
each case the extent to vrhich the subjects have expressed 't'>Jhat 
., they really believe. All that -vre can do is to m.:Lnimlze as far 
lias possible the conditions tbat prevent our subjects from tellin . I . 
I 
ithe truth, or else to adjust our interpretations accordingly. 
It is assumed that attitude scales "tvill be used only in 
I 
' those situations that offer a minimum of pressure on the attitud 
I 
23 
to be measured, only in those si tua.tions in i'lhich one may 
. reasonably expect people to tell the truth about their convic-
tions or opinions. 
v!hen one mentions measuring attitude or opinion, the point 
is usually made that these qualities are multidimensional and 
cannot be represented along a linear continuum. However, the 
\ very , idea of measurement implies a. linear continuum of some 
' sort, such as length, weight or age. ~~en the idea of measure-
ment is applied to attitudes it is necessary to force the qua-
litative variations into an atti tudina.l linear scale of some 
kind. lve juCl.ge qualities such as excellence of handvTri ting, 
and the amount of a man's education as though these traits 1-;ere 
st~ung out along a single scale, although in reality, they are 
scattered in many dimensions. It is clear tbat the linear 
continuum which is implied in a 11 more or less 11 judgement may be 
conceptual, that it does not necessarily have the physical ex-
istence of a yardstick. And so it is 1vi th attitudes. lve do no'O 
hesitate to compare them by the 11 more and less 11 type of judge-
ment. "'Te say about a man, for example, that he bas a more 
favorable attitude toiimrd music than some other, and the judge-
ment conveys its meaning very i•Jell 1·ri th the implication of a 
I linear scale along i·.rhich people or opinions might be allocated. 
The first restriction on the problem of measuring attitudes 
jis to specify and make clear an attitude variable and to limit 
the measurement to that. In specifying the attitude variable, 
the first requirement is that it should be so stated that one 
24 
L __ 
can speak of it in terms of 11 more 11 and 11 less 11 • In the present 
study, the attitude variable i..rill be 'ttrhat a pupil thinks about 
music, and vrill be represented by a more favorable attitude at 
one end of the scale and a less favorable attitude at the other 
i :end. The center of the scale will represent an indifferent 
1attitude. 
! 
I 
The assumptions and reasoning thus far have been such that 
1
"t·;e may frankly represent this linearity in the form of a uni-
:dimensional scale. Let the base line of the scale represent 
1a continuous range of attitudes from more favorable on the left 
I 
to less favorable on the right. If the various steps in such a I . 
~ scale were defined, it is clear that a person's attitude toward 
I music 
II 
could be represented by a point on that scale. 
Thurstone has stated very clearly the assumptions, reason-I 
1ing, and limitations involved in his measurement method. If 
I 
the reader can grant the reasoning and assumptions of Thurstone, 
the measurement method which foll~vs will have something to 
I offer him. 
_I 
! 
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CHAPTER III 
------~---
1 
I 
CONSTRUCTION OF AN EXPERIMENTAL SCALE 
I 
I Collection of Opinions for the Seal~ 
i Because this scale is to be used by junior high school 
'I pupils, it seemed best that statements of opinions should come 
j directly from junior high school pupils, and be worded as junio 
high school pupils vrould word them. Statements were obtained 
J from pupils of tvro schools in the tv-ro criterion groups. One 
I where music was accepted and taught on school time, and the 
,/ other 1-rhere music 't'.ras not as well established and not many 
\ courses offered. These two criterion groups "VJere selected so 
that the range of opinions might be extended. Each school 
provided opinions in all ranges of the scale, and two schools 
I provided more than enough statements with vrhich to construct 
i 
I the scale. 
Statements of opinion were obtained from grades seven, 
eight, and nine by asking the pupils to vTri te, in as many 
1 
sentences as needed, just how they felt tm-.rard music. By 
1 editing this material, a list of 170 statements was obtained. 
I From this list, 92 statements "V·:ere selected expressive of 
I 
il attitudes covering as far as possible all gradations from one 
I! end of the scale to the other. 
r --~--------~-------------4 
I! 
II of 
1 
See appendix for approach used in classroom, and letter 
request to enter classroom. 
I 2~ 
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~- It ~as sometimes necessary to give special attentio~~:----l 
1 the neutral sta tements. If a random compilation of statements . 
of opinion should fail to produce neutral sta tements, there is 1 
I 
some danger that the scale will break in t"t-l O parts. The 1'rhole 
range of attitudes must be fairly \.Jell covered as far as one 
can tell by preliminary inspection, in order to insure that 
11 there v:ill be overlapping in the 
II 
li readers throughout the scale. 
I 
rank orders of different 
II In making the second list of statements, several practical 
I I I criteria "to<iere applied in 
criteria are as f ollo't'rs: 
the editing 1,rork. Some of the importa1 
(1) The statements should be as brief II 
fatigue the subjects who are asked to as possible so as not to 
rea d the 11hole list. (2) The statements should be such that the 
11 can be endorsed or rejected in accordance i·li th their agreement 
r or disagreement 1·Ti th the attitude of the reader. Some statements 
· I! in a random sample >Till be so phrased tba t the roader can II 
express no definite endorsement or rejection of them. (3) Ever~\ 
I sta tement should be such tbat acceptance or rejection of the I 
I, sta tement does 
II tude about the 
II menta should be 
indicate something regarding the reader's atti-
issue in question. (4) Double-barreled state-
avoided except possibly as examples of neutral-
1 
i ty 'tvhen better neutral statements do not seem to be readily 
!! available. (.5) One must insure that at least a fair majority 
II of the sta tements really belong on the attitude variable that 
is to be measured. 
I 
I 
-1 -
jl The follO'Ttling is the list of 92 statements about music 
It ll vli th vlhi ch the experiment vras begtm: 
1
1. I 2. 
II 3. 
4. 
.5. 
I 
11 6. 
It 7. 
li s. 
1
9. 
[10. 
ji ll. 
11 12. 13. 
111 14. 
! 1.5. 
1, 16. 
I 
117. 
118. 
11 19. 
11 20. 
I
I 21. 
122. 
I 
11 23. 
rr 24. 
11 2.5 • 
. 26. 
,, 27. 
I 
28. 
129. 
30. 
1
131. 
I 32. 
33. 
34. 
3.5. 
tt 36. 
I don It think that I 1·rant to take music in high school. 
I would like to play a musical instrument. 
Music is just a lot of noise. 
I like all kinds of music • 
I think all schools should have music and that every school 
should teach it. 
I 1vould recommend music to anyone. 
I can 1 t understand 'tvhy anyone would 't·Tant to devote his 
1vhole life to music. 
Compared 'tvi th other forms of entertainment and recreation 
music has less to offer me. 
Music tires me quickly. 
Music may be important to some people but I think it is 
overestimated. 
Music is for girls and sissies. 
I usually turn t h e radio off 1'Jhenever there is only music on 
I think that I could use another study period instead of 
music. 
Music is all ri ght, but I \vould just as soon do v:i thout it. 
I listen to music sometimes 1-ri th oth er people, but never 
1<rant it 't·rhen I I m alone. 
People should get together more often and have fun 1-ri th 
music. 
I like music because it has something for all moods and 
tastes. 
Music is soothing and relaxing. 
All types of music have their place and values. 
Music is a dry subject. 
To me there is nothing so 't'Torth\-rhile as g ood music. 
I don It spend much time on music, but I 1.rould not ~rant to 
give up that time. 
Music has nothing to offer me. 
Music is a 1.-vay to use spare time and enjoy it. 
Music isn It too bad in some 1-rays. 
I like music a great deal. 
I don't care too much for music at school. 
I'm glad tha t 1ve have music classes in school. 
I think that music is all right most of the time. 
I don't care too much for music. 
I ivant to find out all I can about music. 
I like music at times. 
I have no definite like or dislilce for music. 
Music is one of my best-liked hobbies. 
I enjoy music now a nd then. 
I don't listen to music very often, but 
find something about it that I like. 
1'lhen I do, I usually, 
,I 
I 
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I 
II 
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1137. lviusic t·ri4-l never do anyone any harm. 
138. I like music and I don't. 
139. I like to listen to music only once in a while. 
·4o. I 1vould miss music if there \vas no more of it. 
141. Music is fun and nice to listen to but some people overdo 
42. Music doesn't bother me but I ,,.rouldn't go out of my ivay to 
hear it. 
43. Music is all right for some people but not for me. 
44. I would like to have more music classes in school. 
1
45. I don't complain if there is music but I vrouldn 1 t miss it. 
46. I like music quite 1vell. 
1
47. I don't mind music but I'm not crazy about it. 
48. Going to concerts is a waste of time. 
-49. I hate music. 
/50. I would lilce to learn more about music. 
51. I don't think that I would take a course in music if I had 
my mvn l·ray. 
52. I don't hate music and I don't like it. 
11
53. Music to me is a means of enjoyment and relaxation. 
54. I don't like music too well. 
1
/55. 1-1usic is an enjoyable art. 
156. I'd rather go to the movies than listen to music. 
157 I like music and enjoy listening to it. li sa· I think that I i"'ould rather do something el.se than listen 
I! • to music. 
60. Music .is all right but I don't like it too well. 
r 
.I I 
,, 
I 
I 
itl 
I 
1
.5 9. 'Music is the most 'li.ronderful thing on earth. 
161. I don 1 t think that music should be taken up at school because 
1 there is just no sense to it. : 
~ 62. Music to me is a very important thing. j63. 'Music is no good. 
164. I think that music is something everyone should know about. 
65. Sometimes I like music and sometimes I don't. 
166. l..fusic is a V<ronderful subject and a t-ronderful pastime. 
1
167 Music doesn't mean much to me. 
68: I think everyone in the world needs some lund of music. 
I 
69. I never did like music and I never will. 
170. Music is good company. 
1
71. I have always loved music. 
72. I tP~nk that music is not a usable subject. j73. Music to me is a grand thing. 
; ?4. I 't·rouldn 1 t recommend music as a subject to anyone. 
/' 75. I think that we could do without music subjects. 
l
j76. I lU~e music vrhen there is nothing else to do. 
1
77.I am looking forward to my music classes in high school. 
·· 78. I like to hear good bands, orchestras, and good singers. 
1
179. I think that you shouldn't have to take music as a subject 
i if you don't want to. 
'80. I think music is all right but nothing special. 
II 
li 
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fsl~- \'lh:n I hear a band playing it makes me >rant to get up and 
II oJ march, and i'rhen I hear serious music I want to sit still 
1 and listen. 
! 82. I 't-J'Ould go almost so far as to say that I like music more 
1 than anything else. 
1
1 83. You can't make any use of your knm·rledge of music after you 
1 are through school. 
· 84. As a subject I think music is all right. 1 8.5. I think music is a beautiful art and love to listen to it. 
86. ~'11 thout music I should think life "torould be drab and un-
i colorful. jl 87. 
1
'1 88. 
89. 
I don't hate music and I don 1 t like it. 
I like music for many reasons. 
II 90. 
i 91. 
I don't think that music is a necessary subject. 
I don't +ike music very much as a subject. 
I like music because I tlunk that whether you plan to take 
up music in the future or not, you can have a lot of fun I 
1vi th it. 
92. I enjoy music very much. 
The Sorting Procedure 
In the present study, subjects 1'11'ere asked to sort the 92 
statements into eleven classes to represent an evenly graduated 
sel"'ies of attitudes from those ~ri th an extremely unfavorable 
I 
1 
attitude toward music to those i'li th a very favorable attitude 
to1:rard music. It should be noted that in sorting the statements 
I the subject did not express his Oi'IT'n opinions about music. He 
I 
1 't'IT'as not asked to state ·N·hat his opinions "t1!ere about music. 
I The 92 statements w·ere mimeographed, and a set vras sent to 
I 2 
1 20 lvlusic Supervisors, along 111 th directions for sorting. It is 
I I 
11 important that the eleven classes should not be described excepi 
I to give a starting point, such as neutrality and the two ends. 
1
• If the eleven cla.ssee were defined by descriptive phrases such 
I 
---~-· ---
[I 
I' 
2 
See Appendix for mimeographed statements and letter sent 
each Supervisor. 
'I 
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!: as is customary on rating scale s of various kinds, the funda-
li mental characteristic of tho prosent measurement method >rould 
1: be destroyed. The reason for tlus is that the intervals betwee1 
.
1
1 successive classes should be apparently equal shifts of opinion I 
! as judged by the subject. If they were labeled by descriptive I 
I phrases such as the steps in a graphic rating scale, the 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
intervals l'.rould be defined by the descriptive phrases and there 
would be no guaranty that the successive intervals appear equal 
to the subjects. It is essential that the subject be given the 
freedom to adjust the statements in the classes so that the 
intervals in attitude from one class to the next seem to him 
be equal. That is the unit of measurement for the present 
scale. 
as 
The detailed instructions given to the Supervisors were 
follows: 
DIRECTIONS FOR RATING ATTACHED STATEMENTS 
1. The following pages contain statements in regard 
to the attitude of junior high school pupils t01·rard 
music. 
2. Some of these statements v.rill be included in a 
scale that may later be used to measure the 
attitude of junior high school pupils tovrard music. 
3. As a first step in making this sca le, a number of 
music supervisors are being asked to rate these 
statements by assigning them to eleven different 
classes. 
I 4. These classeslvillbe calledA, B, a, D, E, F, G, 
~~· H, I, J, and K, and you 'tvill find these letters 
[ directly to the left of each statement. If you 
II 
find a statement v-rhich you believe expresses an 
,~ extremely favorable attitude tm,rard music, put a 
1
, circle around the letter A. For a statement "''rhich 
'!=======================~!=== 
II 
il 
'I 
\I 
I 
seems to express indift'erence, encircle the letter 
F, while for those statements which express an 
extremely unfavorable attitude, encircle the letter 
K. Other degrees of favorable or unfavorable 
attitudes may be inc1icated by encircling one of the 
other possible letters to indicate intermediate 
ratings. 
5. Do not try to get the same number in each class; 
they are not evenly distributed. 
6. You will find it easier to rate them if you look 
over a number of the statements before you begin. 
The returns ''rere tabulated so as to shot'l for each subject 
the class in 1-.rhi ch he placec1 every one of the 92 statements. 
From such a tabulation the data Here assembled into Table I, 
11hich is a sm.ornary of -~he sorting of the 92 statements by 
20 Ji.!usic Supervisors. The first column of the table gives the 
code number of the statements by tvhich they may be easily 
identified. The next t"t<VO columns contain the scale-value and 
the Q,-value, ,;.rhi ch is a measure of the ambiguity of each state-
ment. The remaining coltmns give the cumulative frequencies for 
each statement. The interpretation of this part of the table 
for statement No. 1, as an example, is as follows: None of the 
20 subjects placed statement No. 1 in any of the first three 
classes. This is indicated by the entries of 0.00 in each of 
the first three columns. In this group , 8 per cent placed this 
statement in Class D, 25 per cent placed it in E or F or to the 
left of tbat Class, 42 per· cent placed it in Class G or to the 
left of "chat Class, 67 per cent placed it in Class H or to the 
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TABLE I 
S~ary Of Sorting Of 92 Statements By 20 Subjects 
Accumulative Proportions 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
lt--- -- ..:;..o-_.;l;:.._..;;:.l-_.;2;;....._2-3 ;-h . . ~s. _j=-E___6-z z-s ~-2 2-1o 1o-11 I 
. 00 • 00 • 00 . .. • 08 . 25 • 2.,2 . 4 2 . 67 ~ 84 . 8L~ 1. 00 I 
.2 .42 .84 1.00 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 ,I 
I . 00 .00 . 00 . 00 .00 .00 .. 00 .00- .00 .08 1.00 - -=-· .7~ 1.QQ_)...OO ·1.00 1.00 1 . 00 t : ·Oc)i.OOJ ..:. OO 1. 00 _ _ 1.00 
I- 5 . .58 . • 21 1.00 1.90 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 1.&2_1.!-QO 1. 00 
1 ~ .~7 .7s .22 1. oo 1. oo 1.oo 1. oo 1. oo 1. oo 1. oo 1. oo 
1_ __ . oo .oo .o8 .os .16 .24 .;22 . . 57" .74· 1.oo 1. oo 
8 .00 .00 . • oo .00 .00 ---..!..17 .2.2_ .. } ) ·-·~9 -50 _1.00~ 
t 21' 0 . 00 .. 00 .00 .00 .00 .17~2 -~~2 ·75 . • 82 1~QQ 
I · -··--· .oo . oo .oo . oo .oo . .!2_.-!.)4 .b"7 __ , .84 .92_1.00. 
Ii-I .;::=.11==---·-- - - ~ 00 • oo-. 00 • 00 • 00 • 00 • 0 8 • 0 8 . 08 .16 1. 00 
12 -- · ··· . oo .oo . oo . oo . oo . oo .oo- .os . os . 25._1. oo 
13 _ • oo -!~oo __:..Q_Q ___ • oo:--!....Q.Q_·lL..!-.3.4 __ : ~z_ ___ !.£7... . .-:...22 1. oo 
1~ .09 -·99 .00 . 00 .oo .. ~2 .50 -58 .83 . ;t1 1.99 
12 . oo . oo • oo • os • 41 • 42 . F9 • s2 .. 20_ • 20 1. oo 
1:1 11~8:_-_:_ _.25 .)0 .7,2 1.00 1. QO 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 1. 00 _ _ ___:..·7~5-..!..-8~.]:.:.90 1 . 00 l. OO_b_QO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .3J .58 ·21 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 
! 19 .2}2 .. 50 ·75 . 92 ._9. 2 T:Oo 1.oo 1.oo 1.oo 1.oo 1.oo 
2o - . oo .oo .oo . oo .oo .oa- .oa·--.16 .;;f- -:-66 1.oo 
I 21 .92 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
22 .17. . 4 2 .'67~ .. 84 1_! oo 1.oo-1.oo 1.oo 1.oo 1·.-oo~1 ·:Q[ 
23 . oo • oo __ • oo_ .! oo . ...!. oo~.!..oo . oo . oo . 90 . 17; 1. op 
I 24 - --:=_.33 .88 1.00 1. 00 1. oo 1.00 1 . oo 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 
2.2 .oo .oo .oo - --?5 ._t/j .92~Q-~. oo-r:-o-o 1. oo 1. oo 
2 6 ---=---:75 .8) 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 
127 .00 . oo .00 .00 .08---:Ib·-- ~-58 .,28--:8Jl. pQ. 1.00 
JJ 2a _ __  . 17 . .2Q_-.!§J 1.oo 1. oo 1._oo_1. oo ;1.. oo 1.oo 1.oQ-1.&2.. 
ll22... . os . o_§_ .... ~ ?5 . 67 • .2.?_1~Q.._1_. oo 1. oo ~.oo 1. oo 1. oo Do ---- -!-oo .oo ... ~oo -!-oo _  .oo .17 .1+2 • .. ~ .22. ;r.. oo 1. o o 
HI 1 1. 00 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 .J. OO 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 u f'·--=-~_§_---.J?§_ .~r-:BJ-:9Il.oo 1.oo 1.oo 1.oo 1. oo 1.o_o 
HI 2 .oo . oo . oo . oo . oo 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 LY: - ... ~z -.6z-1.501. oo 1. oo 1. oo 1. oo1. oo 1. 60T.oo 1.oo lli_ .oo . oo .os .Zh -.91_ 1. cicY 1 .99. 1.oo 1.oo __ 1.0Q.....1 .• oo. 
IT[:__ . 00 ...&2_. -50 . 7,2 1. 00 1,: 00 1_&QJ. 00 1. OO__L_OQ 1. 00 Ill__ . oo .oo . o8 . o8 _  !66 .8; .21 1.oo 1. oo_1. oo 1. oo 
1
18 . 00 .00 .08 .!..08 .16 _1. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
.33 . OQ • 00 • 00 .17 .. 21_..:.§.5__J2,2__1~_1,.._00 1. 00 1. 00 
40 . 08 .25 ~8 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 001. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
1+1 . os .os . • 2_.5 __ .!58.~1$-· ·:-91 -91_ .21 1 .. oo1.0Q 
142 . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 .17 -59 .76 -93 . 93 -93 1.00 
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TABLE I 
(cont) 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
0-1 1-2 kJ_ 3-L!- 4-,5 . ,5-6 6-7 7-~- 8-9 9-10 ;J-0-11 
4} r ,00 .00 .00 .00 ~08 .08 .16 .2'-l· .41 .49 1.00 
~-~  .zf"l.OO _1.,.00 l.QQ_b_OO _-1-: og 1.00 l.QO 1.00 1.00 
~~-- -=-oo .oo .oo .o8 .o8 .oo8 1.6o 1.z4oo l.o8o2 1.o90o J.1 •• ooo 
.,.:..4()=:--_ _........)~)~~·.28 .7,5 ·22 1.00 1.0 .oo • • • • 
47 . oo .oo .oo .oo __ ~o .92 1.oo 1.oo 1.po 1.oo l.oo--
zrs .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .oo .o8 .16 1.oo §' - - ~·_ob .oo .ocr--:oo .do .oo- .oo .oo . oo .oo 1. oo 
~0 .)) .,58- ·7.5 1.00 1.00 b9'9 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
51 . oo .OQ~ .oo .oo .oo .o~_ .)) .b.b .8) ).91 1.0Q__. II 
~---..- .Q~90 . 00 .00 ~ 00 .7,5 ·72 . . 8)~1 .91, 1.0Q__j 
-~ . 42 • 84 1.:..9,0 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1.00 _1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 I 
I 
54 _:. OQ • 00 • 00 • 00 . 2.) • g) __:...58 • bb 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
5.5 .42 .67 . 22 1_. oo 1.oo 1. oo 1:...oo.1.oo 1:~~ 1 .• 09_ 1.oo 
.5(5 • OQ.. o 00 -..:...C?SL.. o 08 o 08 o 2.) 0,50 0 b2r 0 8 j- 0 84 1. 00 
57 .67 .84 .92 1. oo 1.oo J.. oo 1.oo 1. oo 1. oo. 1.oo 1.oo _ 
.58 .po .oo .oQ_ .o8 .o8 !62._ . ...:33 .• JJ . 66 .91 1.oo 
59 . 92 .92 1. 09. 1.oo 1. oo 1.0 0 l_.oo 1.oq_1. oo 1.oo 1.oo . 
bO .oo .oo .oo . . !oo :4~o . 6z -9? . 22 1. oo_ 1.oo 
~ .. 00 . 00 .oo . . 00 . 00 .00 .08 .1b .16 .24 :' 1.00 
62 =:.._ .:J3J. 1.oo 1. oo 1. oo 1. oo-·r:c>61:0o 1. oo I:-oo 1. oo ..1.!-Q_Q__ 
6} . oo . 00 .00 .oo .oo .oo .00 .00 . oo .00 1.00 
b4 _.42 ~22 1. oo ;J.. oo I. ool.oQJ.:.QQ__;!..!·OQi:ooi:oo 1.oo-: 63: .00 ... • 00 ...z_QO .08 .25 .91 .911. 00 1.001. 00 1.00 6.6 : : .15 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 _b..QQ 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 22 . 00 .00 .00 .oo .08 .1~~ .41 .66 1. 00 1. 00 
~· __ ..:_Z£?.: __ • 9Z J.QO 1. o_Q 1. b_Q..]._!~OQ_l_:Oo'h]OI:-octl.~. oQ_ ·y. oq_ 
o9 . _ _._ Q~Q9_ • 00 . 00 • OQ__!_QQ • 00 .•. 00 . .:_QO . 08_1~Q_. 
7.0 ·---~~~12 1. 00 1. OQ_,_hQQ.._.J:.. OQ 1. 00 _1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 
2_1 ___ ._l:U..__hOO 1. OQ._l. 00 1. 00 1~_QQ_ 1. Q..O. 1. 00 1~_00 1. 00 1. 00 I 72: _..:..Q~oq . oo .oo ~o 8 ._o8 .Q§... . • 16 ...:_?~4D.oo 
I
. 2} _Jj__ . 82 .1 __ ._QQ..1. 00 1. O.Q...b..Q.Q_1. 00 1. 00 l..! . .QQ__ 1. 00 1..:..Q_Q___ Z!f .oo .00 .00 .oo .00 .00 .oo .oo .oo .oo 1.00 
'13=- .op: :-:99 -:oo·_!o8 ~:T .·..i.L .z6 .~- .91 l.Oo 1.oo 
~ . oo • oo • oo . oo • qo • oo . oo _-_91L . .,!M~~ JJ 1. oo 
77 --~3 .91~00 1. 00 1.00 1~00 1.QO 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 
78 .92 1._Q..Q_l._.:_OO 1. 00 1.00 l~QQ 1.00 1.00_J:.:..2Q_J_~QQ_1_&9 __ 
79 . ..:..9.9... • 08 _J2_§_ _ •• 2.) . ,2,5 . 3)__.:.1.5. .• 8) .• 8). _1. QO l._QQ_., 
I §Q_ . o o __ .oo .oo .oo .)2 ."66_ .74 1.oo 1.oo 1.oq 1.oo_ 
I 81 ...:.5lL_~l_1.00 1J2...Q 1. 00 1.00 1.00 l.:,QO 1. 00 l.QO l.O.Q....... .. 
1
82 _ _ . 83 ..._!. 8) 1. 00. 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. 00 1. OQ__ 
as __ ___ ...:.Qo • oo . oo . oo _ :.oo . o8 . o 8 • 2.5. _  .,58 • 7.5 1. op 
I ~ .OQ _ _&Q_ .08 -~-41 .J4 .ill_ .91 1. 00 l.pp 1. 00 1.00 • 
8.i .:.Ji.....L.QQ....1..:..Q.Q._1_.00 1.0_Q. h_OO 1.00 1 •. QQ_1.00 1. 00_1. 00 
Sb .50 1. 00 1.GO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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TABLE I (cant) 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
---~0-1_.--k..Z 2-) );-4_ 4=~ j-6 6-7 7-8 . . §=-2_.2-10 10-1.1_ 
87 .00 .00 .00___,;....~00_.00 r •• 83. :-9.1 1.00.J.! _ _QO 1.00 1.00 
aa ---·.16 -~9 . -:az ._Fg. 1.oo 1.op 1.o~. 1.oo 1.oo 1.oo 1.oo 
89 .00 .oo .oo .oo .oo .17 .)~ .59 .~4 1.00 1.00 
.2.Q__.. • BO • 00 . op • 00 • 08 .10 • 24 ~ '41 • z4 . 91 1. po 
2J. .~2 .84 .92 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
~ .,58- .8) 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1.,!00 1. 00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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left of that Class, 84 per cent placed it in Class I or J or to 
the left of that Class, v-rhile all of them placed this statement 
in Class K or somev.rhere to the left of K. 
The Scale-Values 
The scale-values are deterrrd ned graphically. In order to 
illustrate this procedure, 16 of the graphs were made, and they 
sh o"~<r the first 16 sta tements of opinion. These gre.phs 'tnTere 
plotted directly from the cumulative proportions of Table I. 
The graph for statement No. 2 shm,~s i mmediately that practically 
all of the subjects classified this statement in the four 
class-intervals most favorable to music. The statement reads as 
follm•rs: 11 I 't'llould like to play a musical instrument. 11 The curve 
of statement No. 2 crosses the 50 per cent level at the inter-
polated scale-value of 2.3 -vrhich is assigned as the scale-valu e 
for this statement. The scale-value is such that half of the 
readers classified this statement as more favorable to music 
than the position 2.3, 1-Thile half of them placed the statement 
as less favorable to music than this position in the series of 
eleven classes. 
The scale-value is indicated by a small vertical arro"trrhead. 
On either side of the arro't'rhead is a small vertical line. These 
~ro vertical lines indicate the two quartile points for the 
').-
curve. In the graph f or statement No. 1, the t 1¥o vertical marks 
are locat ed at scale-value of 1.0 and 2.7, respectively. The 
separation be~reen these t1vo marks is a measure of the ambiguity 
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l of the statement. In the present case, the ambiguity, the 
Q-value, is 1.7, which is simply the difference between 2.7 and 
1.0. In the graph for statement No. 4, the upper quartile 
distance is doubled since the lower quartile distance is in-
determinate. The lo't'rer quartile point might be determined by 
additional extrapolation, but t ha t is probably less desirable 
than to double the upper quartile distance as an estimated 
Q-value. If a statement is very ambiguous, the different 
readers "t-rill place it over a lvide range on the scale and the 
Q-value 't'lill be correspondingly high. If the statement is 
interpreted llfi th regard to the specified attitude variable 
rather consistently, if the statement is concise and uniform 
in the meaning lvhich it conveys to all the readers, then they 
will place it at approximately the same position on the scale, 
and the Q,-value lvill then be correspondingly small. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE SCALE 
A final list of 45 statements of opinion will be selected 
from the original list of 92 opinions. The selection 'trrill be 
made vli th consideration of the criterion of ambiguity, the scale. 
values, and by inspection of the statements. The statements 
will be selected so that they constitute a more or less uniforml~ 
graduated series of scale-values. Four opinions w-rill be 
selected from each of the eleven class intervals of the scale. 
In administering the scale, each subject l<Till check those 
statements that express his 01-vn sentiments. Each statement "t'lill 
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be assigned a scale-value, and the individual score will be the 
median scale-value of all the opinions that a subject endorses. 
SU!.fl.IARY 
The present problem consisted of, (1) a thorough review 
of literature pertaining to the theory and mea surement of 
attitude study; (2) a review of literature pertaining to 
attitude studi es in music; (J) a thorough study of the Thurs-
tone and Cbave 1111easurement of Atti tude 11 ; (4) a review of 
literature pertaining to further study and criticism of the 
Thurstone lv!ethod; and (5) an incl ication of the possibilities 
of applying the Thurstone :Method to a scale to be used to 
determine the attitude of junior high school pupils tO't-lard 
music. 
Although the final scale has not been completed, it has 
been brought to a point where the method shows definite 
possibilities, to be used to great advantage at the junior 
high level. 
The method of obtaining sta t ements resulted in many 
existing attitudes that came directly from junior high school 
pupils. The sorting procedure, cumulative frequency table, 
and graplung procedure proved to be a very satisfactory method 
for determining the scale-values. 
The material contained in this study presents a problem 
for further study, and the reader is invited to use tb~s 
material as the basis for additional research into attitudes 
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in music. 
The following is a summary of the steps involved in 
developing this problem further. 
====#=-=---
1. Graphing the remaining sta tements from Table I 
to determine the scale values and Q.-values. 
2. Selection of 45 of the most discriminative state-
ments to be used in the final scale. 
3. Inclusion of diagnostic statements. 
4. Rejection of statements according to the rules 
of Thurstone. 
5. Determining reliability by ~To-form method. 
6. Determining validity. 
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APPENDIX 
There have been numerous a nd varied criticisms of the 
Thurstone Method, many of 1-.rhich -v.r ould have been forestalled by 
a careful reading of Thurstone 1s publications. 
All attempts to disp:rove bis 't·rorking assumptions that the 
a.etermined scale values 'tvill be independent of attitude of the 
1 
sorters toward the given issue have been futile. Some criti-
cisms to attitude scales in general question their significance. 
2 
Mitchell has show·n that scales for measuring attitudes toward 
school and school practices have significance. 
There have been several revisions of the Thurstone tech-
nique which may b e of interest to the reader. These include 
3 
the 1r10rk of Remmers and bis students in generalized attitude 
scales. Chief among t hese, in relation to the present study 
4 5 
is the work of Silance • Farnsworth has -v~itten several 
articles including summaries of r evisions of Thurstone. One 
1 For a. detailed discussion of this assumption see: (a) Fer-
guson, L.W., 11 The Influence of Individual Attitudes in the Cons-
truction of an Attitude Sca le 11 , Journal of Social Psych ology, 6, 
115-117, 193.5; (b) Hinckley, E.D., 11 The Influence of Individual 
Opinion on Construction of an Attitude Scale 11 , Journal of Social 
Psych ology, 3, 283-296, 1932. 
2 Hitchell, C., 11 Do Scale s For Measuring Attitudes Have Any 
Significance", Journal of Educational Research, 34, · 445-l-!-52, 194 • 
3Remmers, H.H. 4 
11 Studi es in Attituctes 11 , Purdue University . 
~ulletin, XXVI, 193 • 
4Silance, E .B. , 11A Scale to l·1ea sure At t itude Toward Any 
Sch ool Subj ect", Purdue University Bulletin XXVI, 1934. 
5 • FarnsvJorth, P.R., 11 Furuher Data on Obte.ining of Thurstone'1 
Sca le Values", Journal of Psychology, 19, 69-73, January, 1945. 
reason for many of these revisions is the attempt to devise 
time-saving devices in establishing the scale-values. One of 
6 
the best of these devices is the work of Seashore a nd Hevner. 
This time-saving device was used in the present study. 
b---------------------------
Seashore, R.H. , and Hevner, K. , 11 A Time-Saving Device for 
the Construction of Attitude Scales 11 , Journal of Social Psycho-
logy, 4, 366-372, 1933. 
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A TEST FOR ATTITUDE TO'IilARD lillSIC 
from 
"Studies in Appreciation of Art" 
University of Oreg on Publications 
PU}'J?_9.§e of the Te~sl 
Individuals vary 'tvidely in their opinions of the worth of 
music as one of the ultimate values of life. There are those 
ivho believe it to be of paramount importance, 't•rho cannot 
contemplate an existence 1"11 thout it, and others 1·.rho are com-
pletely indiffer ent or bored l•ii th their musical experiences. 
Still others believe that music of certain ld.nds may have an 
unpleasant or even a detrimental effect. If one has found 
delight in the pure sense impressions from the music, or a 
satisfactory expression of some mood or emotion, or an intel-
lectual pleasure in the form or structure, it is to be expected 
that the importance of music, in comparison V>Ti th other valuable 
experiences, ivould be enhanced. On the other hand, if one has 
expected plea sure or other benefit and has found only dis-
appointment and boredom, the va lue of music in comparison vrith 
other desirable experiences 1vould fall to a lmrer place. 
An objective method for measuring such an elusive variable 
as the value of music vrould seem difficult to devise. Several 
methods suggest themselves. ~.,rom the point of vieiv of object-
ivity, the amount of time a nd money spent on music might perhap 
be a g ood indication of its value to the indivi dual. If one 
could determine 1c;ri th accuracy the exact a mount of time, in days 
hours, and minutes, 't'Jbich any individual spent in studying and 
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listening to music during one calendar year, and the money in 
dollars and cents, w'luch he spent in buying for himself train-
ing and entertainment in music, one 'l;vould have a very practical 
and objective measure of the value such an individual placed 
on his musical experiences. Values are purely relative, and 
the varying amounts of time and money spent. by diffe r ent 
individuals on music in comparison i·ri th tba t spent on other 
desirable activities and ends-- although not entirely above 
criticism-- since money and time (for leisure) are not equally 
distribJ. ted among human beings-- 'tvould yield at lea st a ,.;ork-
able measure of the value of music to those individuals. To 
obtain such a measure how·ever, vmuld be a practically impossi-
ble task, and therefore the psychologist, as usual, is obliged 
to devise some similar, if less objective, means of obtaining 
an indication of these values. 
At the present 't\Ti ting, no studies on the validity of the 
scale have been made, although there is no reason to suspect 
that its validity would be anything but satisfactory, since all 
of the scales previously constructed by this method have given 
satisfaction in this respect. The reliability of the scale has 
been calculated by the odd-even correlation corrected by the 
Spearman-BrO't·m formula, and for the entire scale of 50 i terns, 
is is exactly .90. 
The scale of 50 items requires 15 to 20 minutes of time 
for administering. The scale was arbitrarily divided into t1-ro 
equal halves vJith 25 items, and the reliabilities of these two 
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halves, calculated in the same i•ray, are • 79 and • 81 re spec ti ve 
These ti'IO scales, may be called Scale A and Scale B, a nd vrould 
require only about 10 minutes time, and 1·rould be useful in 
t h ose situations 1-1here the nature of the experiment calls for 
second measuring of the same group. These reliabilities also 
indicate that the scale may be used in the shortened form when 
only group differences are to be studied, and that the longer 
form is safer when differences in the attitudes of individual 
subjects are the factors of interest. 
The reliabilities quoted are for groups of students who 
represent a cross-section of classes in the arts college. Thei 
average score on the scale is 3.21 and the sigma is 1.13, a 
score which is represented approximately by the statement, 11 I 
do not attend many concerts, but i·rhe n I do go I alw-ays find 
something to enjoy 11 , or 11 Music seems to have established itself 
as a part of our present-day culture, and I feel that it is an 
intellectual duty to keep in touch "t1ith it • 11 v!hen the scale is 
used, as it is likely to be, in music classes, or in groups 
ivhere it is reasonable to assume a more favorable attitude on 
the part of the subjects, t he reliability may suffer because 
of the restriction in the r a nge of opinion. 
L= 
LETTER OF REgUEST TO ENTER CLASSROOM 
Dear Sir: 
I am a graduate student at Boston University, 
School of Education. My thesis problem is the construction 
of a scale to determine the attitude of junior high school 
pupils tmvard music. The statements to be used in this scale 
are to come from junior high school pupils, and it is in this 
phase of my work that I need your help. 
I would like to visit one music class in each 
of grades seven, eight and nine. The music classes should be 
those that are required; hm·rever, one or two elective classes 
may also give me the desired results. I will need no more 
than fifteen minutes in each class. My procedure is 1rrell 
planned ,,ri th sample statements of the type of response tba t I 
am looking for. I ~~ve no questions to ask, or any forms to 
be completed. I merely want the pupils to rrri te sta tements 
of their opinions or attitudes tow·ard music. I am not 
interested in the names of the pupils i•Jho 1-.rri te the statements, 
but only in the st a tements t hemselves. 
Your assistance in the construction of this scale 
will be greatly appreciated. 
Respectfully yours, 
f)1 
~2 
======~~~.~~.====-~· =--==========~===========================~~r======~ 
I 
CLASSROOH PROCEDURE USED tVHEN REQUEST 'f.nJAS ].1ADE 
FOR STATE~~NTS OF OPINION 
I am a student in school just as you are, and in my 
school vrork I have a problem that I cannot solve by myself. 
However, I am hoping tha t you can help me. I'm trying to find 
out just how junior high school pupils feel about music. I 
want to knmr 1·1ha t you people think about music. Here 1 s hO\·r 
you can help me. I would like you to i'Jri te as many sentences 
as you will need, to tell me your ideas or opinions abou~ musi • 
I ~van t to knm., ~rha t music means to you. Don It be afraid to 
write exactly what you think because I am the only person who 
1-rill see your paper. I don 1 t even 1-.rant to knotoJ' your name, so 
don 1 t "tvri te your name on your paper. Take a minute or t1v0 to 
think about it. You 1-vill have about ten minutes in ·uhich to 
1.vri te. 
LETTER SEN~ TO SUPER VI 8.9.!3:.§. 
Dea r ...... . . . 
S.O.S. I need your help i mmediately! 
Could you plea se find a few minutes to rate the 
enclosed statements according to the attached directions. 
Your cooperation will be deeply appreciated, and 
you "t·lill have contributed some vi tal information to""t-;ard my 
Thesis. 
Enc: 2. 
Sincerely, 
Richard J. Gagliuso 
Instrumental Music Dir . 
.Stephens High School 
Rumford, Maine 
• 
1. The following uages contain statements in regard 
to the attitude of jtinior high school puDils 
toward music. 
2 . Some of these statements will be included in a 
scale that may later be used to measure the 
attitude of junior high school punil~ toward muoic~ 
J. As a first step in making this scale, a number 
of mucic supervisors are being asked to rate 
these otatements by assigni~g them to eleven 
different classes. 
4. These cla sreo will be called A, B, C, D, E, F, 
G, ti, IJ J, and K, and you vJ iJ.l find the s e 
letters directly to the l eft 0f each s tatement. 
If you find a statement wh ich you believe 
expreo seo a n extremely ~avo~able attitude 
t oward mus ic, Dut a cir~ ~ 8 around the letter A. 
For a·statement which se~ms t o expr ess indiffe-
rence , encircle the l.E.:tJt ;:;r F'.· 1/.lhile for those 
statements which expr es s a n ext remel y unfavorable 
attitude, encircle the l et ter K. Other degr~es 
of favorable or unfavorable a~titude s may be 
indic a ted by encircling one of the other DOSGiblo 
letters to indicate intermediate r at ing s . 
5. Do not try to get the same number in each clas o ; 
they are not evenly di s triputed. 
6. You will find it ea s ier to rate them if you 1 J0~ 
over a number of the statements before you beg in. 
A i3 c D l: F G H I J K I don 1 t think that I want to take music in 
~igh school . 
A B c D E F G H I J K I \,vould like to play a musical instrument o . 
A B c D E F G H I J K Music is just a lot of noise. 
A L3 c D E F G H I J K I like all klndc of music. 
A L3 c D E F G H I J K I think all schools ohould have music and 
that every cchool should teach it. 
A .a c D E F G H I J K I would recommend music to anyone. 
A r:l c D E F G H I J K I can't understand \,vhy anyone 'tvould want to 
devote his vJ.hole life to music. 
A .a c D E F G H I T K Compared i-Ii th other forms of entertainment u 
and . recreation music has l ese to offer me. 
A i3 c D E F G H I J K Music tires me quick.ly. 
A B c D E F G H I J K Mus ic may be iml)OI'tAnt to s ome neople but I 
think it is overe$timated. 
A B c D E F G H I J K Hucic is f or girls and sis s ies~ 
A B c D E F G H I J K I usually t "cJI·:-1 the radio of'f whenever there 
is only mus ic :::> n. 
A B. c D E F G H I J K I think that I could us e another study 
period instead of mus ico 
A B c D E F G H I J K Nusic is all right, but 1 would just as s oon 
do without it. 
A B c D ...... 1:!.. F G H I J K I li s ten to rrius ic sometimes \iJith other 
peoDle, but never want it vJ hen 1 1 m alone, 
A B c D E F G H I J K People should get together more often and 
have fun with musico 
A .a c D T7" F G H I J K I like mucic because it has something for .r., 
all moods And ta s tes,. 
A .a c D E F G H I J K Husic is soothing and relaxing. 
A B c D E F G H I J K All types of music ha s its place and values. 
A B c D E F G H I J K Music is a dry s ubject. 
A B c D E F G H I J K To me there is nothing so worthwhile as 
good muoico 
A B c D E F G H I J K I don't spend much time on music, but I 
would not want to give un that time. 
A L3 c D E F G H I ,J K Music has nothing to offer me. 
A d C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
ABCDEFGHIJK 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A d C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A B C, D- E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
ABCDEFGHIJK 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G d I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
Music is a way to use soare time and enjoy 
it. 
Music isn't too bad in some ways . 
I like music a great deal. 
I don't care too much for mus ic at s chool. 
I'm glad that we have music classes in school. 
I think that mucic is all right most of 
the time. 
I don't care too much for music. 
I want to fi nd out all I can about music. 
I like music at time s . 
I have no definite like or dislike for music. 
Music i s one of my best-liked hobbies. 
I enjoy mus ic now and then. 
I con't listen to music very often, but when 
I do, I usually find something about it 
that I like. 
Music will never do anyone any harm. 
I like music and I don 1 t. 
I like to listen to music only once in a 
while. 
I would miss mus ic if there was no more of it. 
Music i s fun and nice to listen to but some 
peonle overdo it. 
Music' doesn't bother me but I wouldn't go 
out of my way to hear it. 
Music i s all right for some peoole but not 
for me. 
I would like to have more mucic cla ss es in 
school. 
I don't complain if there is music but I 
wouldn't mi ss it. 
I like music quite well. 
I don't mind music but I 1m not crazy about 
it. 
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A B C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A d C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G d I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A a C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A J C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
A o C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
A B C D E F G H I J K 
Going to concerts is a waste of time. 
I hate music. 
I would like to learn more about music. 
I don't think that I would take a course 
in music if I had my own way . 
I don't hate music and I don't like it. 
Music to me is a means of enjoyment and 
relaxation. 
I don't like music too well. 
Husic is 9.n en,j oyable art. 
I'd rather go to the movies than listen 
to music. 
I like mu3 ic and enjoy listening to it •. 
I think that I would rather qo something 
else than l1cten to music. 
Hu.sic is t~'18 most wondei'fnl thing on earth. 
Mus ic :Ls all rigl1't but I don't like it 
too vvell. 
I don't think that mus ic should be taken up 
at school because there is jus t not sense 
·to it. 
Mucic to me is a very important thing. 
Mucic is no good. 
I think tr.i.at music is something everyone 
should know about. 
Some times I like music and some times I 
don't. 
Music i s a vJonaerft::.i ;; ubj ect and a wonderful 
DElS tlme . 
Muo io doesn 1 t mean much to me. 
I think that eve:_v; yc r..e in :c;he world needs 
some kind of :-::'.AS :'t.r: . 
I Pever did like ~~s ic s nd I never will . 
Music i c good coffi'')any. 
I have always J.oved music. 
f)7 
A 3 c D ~ .::!., F G ri I J K 
A i3 c D E F G H I J K 
A r3 c D E F G d I J .!' ... 
A .3 c D E F G H I J K 
A ..j c D E F G H I J K 
A B c D E F G H I J K 
A i3 0 D E F G H I .J K 
A 3 c D E F G H I u K 
A .a c D E F G H I T K tJ 
A B c D E F G H I ,J K 
A 3 c D E F G H I J K 
A 3 c D E F GEI~r K 
A 3 c D E F G H I J K 
A 3 c D E F G H I J K 
A i3 c DEFGHIJ K 
A i3 c D E F G H I J K 
A .a c D E F G H I J K 
A .d c D E F G H I J K 
A B c D E F G H I J K 
A .a c D E F G H I J K 
A 3 C D E F G H I J K 
I think that mus ic i A not a us eable ~ ubject. 
Music to me is a grand thing. 
I 1r1 ouldn 1 t recommend music a s a s ubject to 
anyone. 
I think that we ·could do without music 
Gubjects . 
I like music when there ia nothing eloe to 
do. 
I am looking forward to my mus ic cl~ ~s es in 
high r.chool. 
I like to hear good bands, orche s tras, and 
good singers. 
I think that you 3houldn 1 t have t6 take 
mus ic a ':'. a cubject if you don 1 t want to. 
I think music i s all right but nothing 
SDecial, 
When I h eu r a b e nd nlaying .it make s me want 
to get un 2nd ruzrch, and when I hear serious 
music I Hant to sit ctill and li sten . 
I would go almost s o far as to say that I 
like music more than anything els e. 
You can!t make any uoe of your knowledge 
of mus ic after you are through school. 
As a subject I think mus ic is all right. 
I think music is a beautiful art and love 
to listen to it. 
Without music I Jhould think life would be 
drab and uncolorful , 
I don't hate mus ic and I don 1 t like it, 
I like music for many rea s ons. 
I con 1 t think that mus ic i s a necessary 
s ubject. 
I don 1 t like m~sic ve~y much a s a s ubject, 
I like mus ic beca use I t hink that whether 
you olan to take un music in the future or 
not, you can have a lot of fun with ito 
I enjoy music very much. 
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